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HI THERE! 

👋 
Find me @jonnaekman 

jonna@kit.se 

linkedin.com/in/jonnaekman

mailto:jonna@kit.se
http://linkedin.com/in/jonnaekman


Why is social storytelling so 
complicated? 

🙀 💸 🙈 
Unpredictable Expensive Unadaptive

Lack of input data forces 
us to trust gut feeling, 
experience or just sheer 
luck when publishing in 
social.

Lack of the right 
tools makes the content 
process expensive and 
slow and causes low 
productivity.

Lack of data 
connections between 
social networks and your 
CMS makes it difficult, or 
impossible, to understand 
why a specific piece of 
content performed well.



…

It’s a new world!



The product is dead 
We no longer decide what the user will see.



The persona is dead 
Something for everyone has become everything 
for someone.



Content trumps brand 
But: Brand is still important.



The quality of your content is 
absolutely crucial



This is KIT 

KIT is a publisher in a 
time where mobile and 
social media 
consumption is the 
norm.  

We publish primarily on 
social platforms and 
strive to add value to 
our audience in their 
social feeds.



Hm… interesting. But I’m 
wondering: %

How do you get attention 
when you compete with 
everything? %



How do we predict success?
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Portaler Sök Socialt



Getting attention in social 
media 
What works in social media? There are some easy answers!

😡 💕 🎂 😺 👶 



But: all stories are different 
We can’t (and don’t want to) tell every story with a cat.



IT DEPENDS 

So the answer is…

😢🙈😱 



Story Engine 
- the innovations

Story Engine is based on two unique premises: 

👉 1. We use a new set of storytelling-taxonomies to 
describe content and predict how to match a specific 
story with the optimal way of telling that story. 

👉 2. We use a unique data-structure and database to be 
able to follow a piece of content from an idea, through 
production and all the way to social distribution.



Category: Technology 
Tonality over Reach



Category: Technology 
Tonality over Content Completion



Category: Technology 
Tonality over Content Completion

More 
women 



Category: Technology 
Tonality over Content Completion

More 
men 



Teaching Story Engine 
We feed the story engine with insight from high volume, 
quality social publishers that are used by agencies/brands

Publishers

Brands/Agencies

Best practices

Story Engine



VIDEO IN SOCIAL MEDIA 

📹



This is how it started



The basics

1. Autoplay 2. Silent play = subtitles 3. Right aspect ratio

Social media has created a 
standard of it’s own: 
videos that start playing 
while your scrolling.

The best sound for video 
in social is… silence.

What’s best for my story 
and for the platform?

For video in social



Defining formats 
We have identified a number of formats that we are always 
perfecting.



Finding the dramatical 
structure

ApproachIntroduction

Premiss

Presentation

Escalation

Deepening Climax

Round off

Ending



VIDEO: BEST PRACTICE

Format: report/research

Thing 2
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VIDEO: BEST PRACTICE

Best vs worst practice

Thing 2
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VIDEO: BEST PRACTICE

Oh yes, they do differ

Thing 2
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224% lift



VIDEO: BEST PRACTICE

Dramaturgy of best practice

Thing 2
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Approach
Introduction

Premiss
Presentation

Escalation

Deepening

Climax

Round off

Ending

Full length: 55-60 sec



Story Engine Video Studio
Now everyone is a video wizard.



👉 Focus on your story! What? Who? Why? How?  

👉 What do you want to accomplish? Do you REALLY have to focus on reach? 

👉 Be aware of which platforms you are working with and the audience on 
every platform. 

👉 Try. Try again. And again! 

👉 Have a structured approach to your testing, otherwise you’ll never learn. 

👉 No, you don’t have to invest in expensive cameras and equipment. You have 
your phone, don’t you? 

👉 There are so many places to find free photos/videos (find a list at 
storyenginestories.com). 

👉 Choose a good tool that suits your needs. 

👉 HAVE FUN!

Videotips! 

http://storyenginestories.com


The result: better stories 
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Thanks! 
Jonna Ekman, Marketing Manager 

+ 46 701 62 23 82  |  jonna.ekman@kit.se |  @jonnaekman 

mailto:jonna.ekman@kit.se

